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“Inspirational leaders that are dedicated to mentoring and growing 
others are the key to organizational success. I was drawn to 
Arlington’s focus on understanding an organization’s values to 
ensure they will be matched with leaders that will transform, inspire 

and make a difference. I am thrilled to contribute to the Arlington 
approach, and to assist organizations in reaching their potential while 

championing diversity of thought.” 
 
 
Kate McAleese is a Consultant, Researcher and Project Coordinator at Arlington Partners International 
providing integrated execution support to Arlington’s leadership team as well as coordinating projects to 
deliver the highest calibre candidates and client service. Kate is responsible for supporting a wide range 
of practice areas at the Board, CEO and Senior Executive levels within Financial Services, Real Estate, Legal, 
Arts and Culture, Academia, Healthcare and Not-for-Profit Organizations and Associations across North 
America. 
  
Kate is enthusiastic about connecting leaders and organizations to tailored strategies that allow them to 
reach their potential and generate change. Kate also supports the research and editing initiatives of 
Arlington’s magazine. ARLINGTON is an annual magazine distributed globally to our network providing 
thought leadership and insights into key business and governance issues. It highlights leaders who are 
making an inspirational mark and difference in their industry sectors, organizations and communities on 
both sides of the border and beyond. 
 
The power of Arlington Partners is our collaborative, high-touch partnership with clients and candidates 
and the caliber of our team. With the majority of her previous work experience coming from human 
resources and client services sectors, Kate thrives in fast-paced, growing environments where 
collaboration is key to achieving outstanding results. 
 
Kate earned her Bachelor of Commerce in Human Resources Management at Humber College. 
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